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Abstract. Globular clllSt.ers have been long predicted to host intermediate-mass black 
holes (IMBlts) in their centres. The growing evidence that some/all Galactic globular 
clusters (GCs) could harbour middle range (102 -10' Me:» black holes, just as gala.xies do, 
stimulates the searches and the development of new methods for proving their existence. 
Most of the attc.ampts In I*'arch of the central black holes (BHs) are indirect and present 
enormous observational difficulties due to the crowding of stars in the GCs cores. Here we 
propose another method of dl'tE'Ction-the microlensing of the cluster stars by the central 
BH. 
Keywords: gravltationallensing,(Cataxy:) globular clusters: general 
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INTRODUCTION 

There has been considerable success in detecting supermassi ve black holes 
(SMBHs) in the Universe; we seem to be finding them in every galaxy we look 
at! They are the black holes (BH) with masses in the range M. ,...., 105 - 109.5 MG, 

called so to distinguish them from the ordinary-mass (stellar) black holes produced 
by the death of high-mass stars. There is no dearth in stellar-mass (1-15M0 ) 
black holes either; by some estimates there may be 107 - 109 in every galaxy. 
Black holes with masses between these values, 102 -1Q4 Me, appropriately called 
the intenned.iate-mass black holes (IMBHs), remain, however, a mystery. Now, 
why would Nature have a break in the black hole mass range? IMBHs have 
been persistently evading the discovery, in spite of considerable theoretical and 
observational efforts. The importance of their existence cannot be overestimated. 
Tbey represent a link between the Bupennassive and stellar-mass black holes 
in that they could have served as seeds for the growth of AGNs. Their cosmic 
mass-density could exceed that of 5MBHs (OSMBH s:tI 1O~15.7) and the observations 
do not even rule out that they may account for all the baryonic dark matter in the 
Universe, with OIMBH s:tI 10-1.T 11 J. They can be the engines of ultrerluminous X-ray 
sources (ULXs) and ... they can reside in the centres of globular clusters (GO). It 
is interesting to note that the idea that some, if not all, globular clusters can host 
a central black hole actually preceedes the notion of the supermassive black hole 
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[2], and more than thirty years ago attempts were made to di::-;('o\'~~r Ult'tll by their 
X-ray emission [3]. Since then we have learned that any tWC.'fPtlllll ontn ('entIal 
GO black hole is unlikely to be detectable [4J, tlll~ 5MBHs Wt~re f!'lund, but the 
central GO black hole idea persistently refuses to die. Thtxm~tkal Wlll'k l'xpanded 
and likewise observational, alternatively predicts the n~et':S..-;ity fnr a G(, t(1 hn .. "t a 
central black hole or total impossibility to form and/or rt'taill it in iti'i {'on'. Clues 
to their existence are numerous, but none are condusive enough. Tht~ list of dues 
includes two well-established correlations for the 5MBHs (If ('entml BII ma."" with 
bulge velocity dispersion and with the luminosity of the bulgt·. HC!\'l'l'al glubular 
clusters have already been suggested to harbour an 1!\1BH at. IJwir (."('ntpT<-'l:I, the 
conclusions based on the observations of the existence of d(msily and wimity ('usPS 
in their centres. These globular clusters fit quite well tlw ('um,lations t-stahlished 
for 5MBHs (Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1, Mass of the central BH Mbb vs. central velocity dispPklIiol1 ((7) (lAJt) IUld 
blue ma.gnitude MB (Right) for a sa.mple of 48 galaxies with ltlMSh'(' hla.c'k holl':'! Ilnd 
few reported globular clusters. Red line is the linear n1'gl't'SSion fit of only galaxil'!fi I\ud 
black line is the fit including the globular cluste-rs (with tht> Idopt" of th(' wlahun d.:::. ,l.2. 
It is intriguing that globular clusters follow the same trend 8M galaxi('fi; the Hr.attt't ill 

M.- MB correla.tion is larger than in M. - fT, and exceptions to M. - MR rc.>lation satitlCy 
the M. - q one. 

A black hole affects the distribution function of the stars. producing wlncit,\' 
and density cusps. Unfortunately, observations of thf'SP. ruxpR sw diOkult. )'105t 
of the typical dense globulars have the projected surface mass d(>nsity tno high to 
be resolved easily even with the HST, and most of the stars in r:cs arf> old and 
dim. In addition, radius of influence of an IMBH is much smallc.>r than it is for a 
supermassive BH, With the typical velocity dispersion of a OC of"" 10 km/~c: at a. 
distance of 10 Kpc a loa Me black hole would influence urbits within::::: 1", ma.king 
observations difficult. Other suggested method includes detecting th,' ~ti\-'ity uf 
the central BH by radio and/or X-ray observations, whkh srems to haw proven 
itself recently for a globular cluster G 1 in M3l [5, 61, letting strong support to the 
previous detection of a central BH in this cluster [71. 
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Here W{' propn."if! Rne,t twr nwt h. It! of dl'tf'C'tioll - microlensing of the cluster stars 
by the ('('nlral RII, 

MICROLENSING IN GLOBULAR CLUSTERS 

\Ve propo~" til ('nu..':lic.lf'r thc' mkrolt'lll'ling I'\,(>nts t·xP(lctt.~d when globular cluster 
star pa.~ Ill'hiutl tht· ("'ulral IHI. whidl acts as a ltms. Globular dusters are 
very ad\'ant~l·tlu ... rllr l11il-rIlII'lL<;illg lit'ard, of IMBHs, sin('e the location of both 
potE'ntiallc'ns anti SOUff't' anI! t ht'ir rt'lati\,(' mutions are wdl constrained, removing 
tht" amhiguitit'li ul'lllldly pn"Sl'lItl'd ill tht· mit-rolensing events detected towards the 
bulgt' and ttl(' ~ll\g('IIRnir ('\ollet.;. Th .. Galaxy has "" 150 globular clusters, each 
emltaining '" tn~ - lU!l stIU1'. anti thuugh a sigTlificant fraction of stars in the inner 
parts or GCs will h(~ IUlrt1f\l11\,('d with thl~ ground-based telescope, the developrnent 
of th .. diffl'rt>lltiRI imaging trl'hlliqm'lgl allows performing the microlensing analysis 
of f>Vl'n very C!fUWtlt>ti fil'lds I!tl· 

As an examph' WI' show till' df'tails of tRlrlllations for the globular cluster 
MI5. a \'f'r~' prombling c·anclidat(· with the pOHSible mass of the central BH M. = 
3.2 x lc;'l AI ~ IlUl· For ft ~ll)blliar ('Iuster IJt.s « DI. ~ Ds, and the Einstein radius 
redu('('S to 

Ii,,: ~ (V~."t ') tbh fl[.s, (1) (
" ) 1/2 ( ) 1/2 

.\1,.;) 1 Kpc 

whpr(> f)L. Ds and DI~q aT"- distftuc'('I'l to th(' lE'n~. sflurC'P and between the lens and 
the Mur' .. •• rt'Spf'f't h't'y, 

Thl' important I'llara(·teristic· or microlf'nsing is the optical depth, which we define 
a.,c:; ftlllnWl-l Jirrl' \\'(> ha\"(' a 1t'1U1 whofl(l Einstf'in radiI!.'> is a function of the distance 
betwllt'n thE' IrnN and a backgruund Hourre star. R,.;{r}. For an observer far from the 
lens. with a suurt~ at tht' diHtanC'(' fhs. we cClnRidftr a cylinder with a cross-section 
or an Eilll't('in ring and 1t'llgth [)l.,S. Th(> optical depth is the number of sources 
that ran rf'Sidr in lhili t'ylindl'r L"I 

d " p(r) R2( )d I'.""",·, AI. 7f 1-: r r. (2) 

wherE! p(r) is th ... df'nsity of a nc and M. is thr. average nt8f18 of stars, which we 
a..<iSurnt> h~rt' to he equal to that of the Sun. Int~rating ()Ver r results in the overall 
numbpr or ongoing t>Vt'nt."I that can be obRPrvoo. 

Using th(' Plummer df'Mity profile. ~ estimate the nwnber of microlensing 
events ftlr M 15 as N:::: 1.:1 x 10' ", which would mean that if we monitor the centres 
of about 1 0" globular dust~rs, we have a chance to see a rnicrolensing event already 
in progrfllol4. To rHtimate thr. m .. an dura.tion of events, we divide the mean Einstein 
radiu.'1 by tht' r'f'ntral vf'loC'ity dispf'rsion (I, (IE) ":.' (Rs}/(I. The mean Einstein 
radius then is (RE) ',: Uof>O P(r)RE(r)dr)/ (1000 P(r)dr), where P(r)::: dN • .,.nt/dr is 
the probability of a star heing illRioo the Einstein ring of the central BH. For M15, 
(RE) :.;, 2.07 AU. and with (I ;::-' 12 km/8eC, tE == 300 days. 
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We calculate these quantities for a specific list of globular clusters, assuming the 
mass of the central BH as 103 M0 for all candidates except M15 (see above) and G 1 
[7], which is mainly motivated by the idea based on Mbh - q correlation existing 
for galaxies. We also assume the solar mass value for each cluster star. 

A possible source of contamination is the self-lensing of the GO objects by 
themselves. We estimate the self-lensing integrated optical depth to be T ~ 10-3, 

and the self-lensing rate for a typical GO as 0.05 events per one year of observation. 
The time scale of self-lensing is estimated to be less than a year. 

CHOICE OF GLOBULAR CLUSTERS AND 
OBSERVATIONAL STRATEGY 

We have included in our sample all Galactic proposed core-collapsed (00) clusters 
[I1J, due to the previous belief that central BHs can only reside in centrally concen
trated clusters (for ex., M15, is a proto-typical CO cluster [12], [13]). However, the 
BH interpretation of the nature of the central mass in MIS was recently challenged 
in [14] and it was claimed that, on the contrary, one has to look for medium
concentration King-proffie clusters with nearly flat cores. We have included in our 
sample the candidates from [14] as well. We call these sets a CO set [12], [13] and 
Baumgardt [14] set. 

Following the globular clusters classification scheme [15], we found that majority 
of the clusters candidates belong to the old halo/buldge-disk (OHjBD) group. 
We noticed that as far as cluster luminOSity versus half-light radius relation is 
concerned, there is no considerable difference between the Ba.umgardt and 00 sets. 
We noticed the clustering of our candidates in a small area of the plot, indicating 
the region where lie the clusters tha.t are both tight and bright. It was noticed 
before [7} that to the extent that a massive, bound cluster can be viewed as a 'mini
bulge', it may be that every dense stellar system (small or large) hosts a central 
black hole. We observe that, most probably, dense and high-luminosity clusters 
are better candidates for central BH search than diffuse and low-luminosity ones. 
It is quite possible that some sort of criteria may emerge with more studies on 
cluster formation, e.g. how significantly the evolutionary effects may influence the 
formation of the cluster's central BH. 

Ideally, we would monitor all", 150 Galactic globular clusters. However, it just 
may be useless to look for central BHs in diffuse and faint clusters. Moreover, in 
CC clusters, if we take into account the mass segregation effect or more concen
trated mass distribution law, a r-7/ 4 profile, the microlensing rate (optical depth) 
increases. For example, for nearby 47 Tuc, NGO 6397, and NOO 6152 it would 
nearly double. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We are proposing to use a 2-m class telescope to look at the globular clusters for 
the central BH using the differential imaging technique. We came to the tentative 
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conclusion that some classes of GCs possess characteristics which indicate tha.t 
they are more likely to be the ones to look for the central BH. The OH BD and 
possible ex-spheroidals (like w Cen) clusters are the most likely ones. ' 

Since the average event duration is up to years, we can monitor clusters cores 
with the frequency once or twice a month, which gives the advantage of easily 
differentiating other possible sources of contamination, such as self-lensing or 
lensing of the background stars belonging to the Galactic buldge or Magellanic 
Clouds. Besides, no distant background stars can be detected within the highly 
crowded core, so any discovered event will be due to the stars within the cluster. 

Microlensing, which probes the mass directly, is, may be, the only currently 
existing method to resolve the argument between the two main explanations of 
the existence of cusps in several reported globular clusters. The main alternative 
to a BH in a GC seem to be the fact that the observationally detected rise in the 
central mass-to-light (MIL) ratio in several globlua.r clusters can be sufficiently well 
explained by the collection of low-mass compact objects (neutron stars, massive 
white dwarfs and stellar-mass black holes) presumably left there after the epoch 
of mass segregation. The problem seem to exist due to the relative insensitivity 
of the fitting procedure to the precise nature of the dark matter contained within 
the innermost cores of globular clusters [14]. However, there is a large difference in 
the microlensing signatures of a single point-mass lens (a single high-mass central 
black hole) and of a collection of point-mass lenses (which would be if the central 
mass consisted of a bunch of low-mass objects). 

Determining whether globular clusters contain IMBHs is a key problem in 
astronomy and we hope that our suggested observational program can decide this 
issue. 
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